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Reviewer's report:

The particular issue of infection risk for people with cystic fibrosis led to adaptations of the James Lind Alliance (JLA) standard approach, but as noted in the article the use of effects were to also support attendance of those unable to attend in person for other reasons, which may then be important for other conditions. I think that the discussion might consider this general point more fully, including whether standard methodology may exclude voices in the JLA process. Although the initial justification to vary the approach was very situation specific- it does read to me that once the question of "is this the best way" is raised it is difficult to put it back in the box and not look more broadly at the advantages and disadvantages of modified approaches both generally and for specific contexts.

The mixed video-conference / face to face meeting difference from standard JLA process are explicit but as non-expert in the JLA method I am not sure on the JLA standard process equivalent of he online surveys used to elicit and provide the initial prioritisation of questions. It would be useful to have a figure that is a flow chart of the standard JLA process and the process adopted to give an overview of the standard approach and the differences.

The use of a "room buddy" to represent those joining remotely sounds innovative, and highlights the difficulties in gaining full participation for both people on line and in a room for mixed video (tele) and in person meetings. The authors also report an online version of the physical sorting or priorities to facilitate full participation by those not in the room. This raises the question of whether a fully on-line facilitated discussion, supported by the right tools might be a generally applicable approach. If emphasising the general aspects of supporting people who are geographically remote, rail or otherwise unable to travel as well as those with an infection risk this fuller challenge to standard methodology is worth raising, including any defence of the current standard approaches.
Might there be an argument for an evaluation of a fully on-line vs standard process being applied to some areas to test the two?

As it is such a central driver of team considering alternative approaches it may be worth specifying that particular types of infection are problematic for patients with cystic fibrosis as the basis of advice to not mix socially. If it were any respiratory infection then the risk of picking infections up from people without cystic fibrosis would be more important with a different advice than the current advice targeting infections (substantially) restricted to people with cystic fibrosis.

There is no referenced discussion of others who have adapted teh JLA methodology. This should be included or explicitly identified as absent if this is the first report of a modification.

Although having read the paper the affection fo the "Question CF" wording echoing the hash tag and twitter names used it gives a confusing title in terms of this being the first thing that people see. I think that the title woudl lead to greater impact if wer more informative. e.g. Adapting the James Lind Alliance priority setting process to better support patient participation: an example from cystic fibrosis.
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